Comparison of ccd of F, parDE of RP4, and parD of R1 using a novel conditional replication control system of plasmid R1.
A number of plasmid-encoded gene systems are thought to stabilize plasmids by killing plasmid-free cells (also termed post-segregational killing or plasmid addiction). Here we analyse the mechanisms of plasmid stabilization by ccd of F, parDE of RP4 and parD of R1, and compare them to hok/sok of R1. To induce synchronous plasmid loss we constructed a novel plasmid replication-arrest system, which possesses the advantage that plasmid replication can be completely arrested by the addition of IPTG, a non-metabolizable inducer. Using isogenic plasmid constructions we have found, for the first time, consistent correlation between the effect on steady-state loss rates and the effect on cell proliferation in the plasmid replication-arrest assay for all three systems. The parDE system had the most pronounced effect both on plasmid stabilization and on plasmid retention after replication arrest. In contrast, ccd and parD both exhibited weaker effects than anticipated from previously published results. Thus, our results indicate that the function and efficiencies of some of the systems should be reconsidered. Our results are consistent with the previously postulated hypothesis that ccd and parDE act by killing plasmid-free segregants, whereas parD seems to act by inhibiting cell division of plasmid-free segregants.